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In this age of fast-paced, rapidly developing technologies, the new
quickly becomes commonplace and is replaced by the newer. This is espe-

cially true in the realm of military science and tactics, where current meth-
ods of communications, surveillance, navigation and the utilization of intel-

ligence must continually be advanced to insure the security of the nation.

For this reason, the U. S. Army Electronics Command (ECOM) was
established and assigned the task of directing the development of electronic

equipment and systems to keep our Army capable of performing its assigned
missions with unprecedented speed, reliability and efficiency.

As our research and development programs probe deeper into the

areas of infrared and ultraviolet rays, lasers, microwave frequencies,

polymers and ferrites, new hazards to the safety of man are uncovered.
The safety lessons we are learning in our work must become known. They
must be disseminated through informational media such as this digest, so

that the utilization of the equipment and systems we develop will be a benefit,

not a threat, to our military users.

Solutions to problems of safety will not be found by simply noticing
and deploring the statistics. What is required is an alert and determined
"team effort" to make certain that we are not generating statistics through
lack of supervision, improper instruction or inadequate planning.

All of this presents quite a challenge to us. Few operations can be
accomplished with distinction if they are constantly jeopardized by unsafe
practices or neglect of unsafe conditions. I have every confident
will continue to give safety the highest consideration in all ouj

F. W. MOORMAN
Major General, USA
Commanding



FOREWORD

The Safety Digest is an AMC Pamphlet prepared by the
Safety Division, U. S. Army Materiel Command. Its purpose
is to disseminate information which can materially influence
and improve safety programs at all Command establishments.

Articles are included to supplement technical knowledge as
well as practical knowledge gained through experience.
They provide a basis for the further refinement of safety
measures already incorporated in operating procedures and
process layout. To achieve maximum effectiveness, the
Safety Digest should be given widespread circulation at
each AMC establishment.

Articles apnearing in the Safety Digest are unclassified and
are not copyrighted. They may be reproduced as desired in
order to bring pertinent accident prevention information to
the attention of all employees.

Unclassified material believed to be of interest or benefit
to other establishments is welcomed for publication in
the Safety Digest. Please send articles for review to: U. S.

Army Materiel Command Feild Safety Agency, Charlestown,
Indiana. If possible, include pictures, charts, drawings,
and illustrations that clarify and heighten interest in your
presentation

.
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COMMANDING GENERAL, AMC RECEIVES
ARMY’S TOP SAFETY AWARD



Army Vice Chief of Staff Barksdale Hamlett is shown
presenting the DA Award of Honor for Safety to

Lieutenant General F. S. Besson, Jr. during a ceremony
at the Pentagon on 24 October 1963.
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U. S. Army Electronics Command
*

Communications for the Fighting Soldier

The third essential function of the field army in
action — "to communicate" -- is the basic realm on which
the U. S. Army Electronics Command (ECOM) was established
just sixteen months ago.

However, ECOM, headquartered at Fort Monmouth, Mew
Jersey, under the command of Major General Frank W. Moorman,
is involved in far more than the traditional concent of
communications, far more than maintaining the current
radio and telephone modes of linking field units with higher
echelon commanders. ECOM’s mission is to produce electronic
means to enable our modern Army to perform all three of its
essential functions -- "to move, to shoot and to communicate"
-- with greater speed, reliabilitv and efficiency than ever
before

.

Through research and development in all applicable
electronic technologies -- procurement, production and
distribution of the equipment and systems devised under its
direction, ECOM functions as a middle management activity
(under the guidance of the Army Materiel Command) in changing
military electronic theory into fact; turning fact into
hardware; and advancing the hardware from the laboratory into
the Army field of potential action.

In its "middle management" role, ECOM is the focal point
of a three-member industrial-military-scientific team.
Although ECOM holds the reins of an invaluable network of
military RSD commodity offices and sub-commands, certain
of its RSD activities are more appropriately performed by
industrial or educational institutions; and, of course, all of
its procurement and production activities are performed by
competitive contractors. In Fiscal Year 1963, ECOM’s
contracts approximated 850 million dollars.

ECOM’s military network is spread throughout the United
States, from its RSD Laboratories and Materiel Support Agency
at Fort Monmouth, to its RSD activities at VJhite Sands, Mew
Mexico, and Fort Huachuca, Arizona. The projects in which
the Command’s elements are engaged run the gamut from improving
the performance of small field radios to creating an entirely
new, electronically automated Command Control Information
System.
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At ECOM's White Sands Missile Range activity, scientists
and technicians are applying parametric amplifiers to certain
radar equipment to effect greater range and a higher ratio
of signal strength to noise. Thev also are performing research
in the use of laser devices to track missiles; modulated light
as a means of data transmission; telemetry from meteorology
sensors launched into the upper atmosphere; and a means of
linking digital processing capabilities of a large scale
computer with remote missile locations.

One interesting and potentially the most useful RSD project
underway at ECOM's Fort Huachuca activity is PFNS (pronounced:
piffins), for Position Fixing and Navigation System. This
system, utilizing one master and three slave radio transmitters,
would be utilized by field commanders to establish an "invisible"
grid system in a 300 by 500 mile rectangle. This low frequency
audio' signal system, which would not be materially affected by
geographic features, weather or day or night changes, would be
utilized in conjunction with map overlays by foot soldiers,
bv vehicle drivers, and by aircraft pilots in navigating and
establishing relative positions.

There are presently five "project managed" RSD efforts on
which ECOM has embarked. The Project Managers for these
programs are located at Fort Monmouth:

One of these projects, designated AN/USD-2, is a
combat surveillance system which features the use of a multi-
purpose drone aircraft. This aircraft, which carries a 150
pound payload of either photographic equipment, infrared or
radar sensors, is designed for a flight endurance of 45 minutes.
It will travel as fast as 300 knots and up to an altitude of
20 ,00 0 feet

.

Another of ECOM's unique projects is called RADAS,
for Random Access Discrete Address System. In simple terms
RADAS will apply the telephone dial system to tactical rM
radio. The accomplishment of this project, however, is by no
means a simple task. It would eliminate the wire lines, central
offices and VHF radio relays in conventional military communica-
tions systems and would provide each user with his own wireless
dialing system, capable of private connection with any other
user in the RADA System.

ECOM also is undertaking a project to modernize
tactical field radio equipment. One of the new radios, the
AN/VRC-12, is a transistorized narrowband, FM set, designed to
provide reliable communications between military vehicles and
crew served weapons. The VRC-12 is of modular construction
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for ease and rapidity of maintenance and will replace the present
AN/GRC-3 through 8 series of sets. It is being readied now for
distribution to field elements in Europe. The second half
of this R5D project will produce a new "walkie-talkie" to
replace the current AN/PRC-8 through 10 series. The new set,
designated AN/ PRC- 25, has a power output of 1.5 watts and a
normal range of 3 to 5 miles. This set also is transistorized
and of modular design.

A program to electronically enhance the capabilities
of UNICOM/STARCOM (Universal Integrated Communications/
Strategic Army Communications) is another of ECOM's project
managed endeavors. One of the seven sophisticated highlights
planned for this system is DAIS (Defense Automatic Integrated
Switching). The DAIS is designed for employment with virtually
all types of transmission media, from HE radios and submarine
cable to satellite systems and tropospheric scatter.

ECOM's last pro j ect- managed R£D activity is called
AACOMS, for Army Area Communications System. Within this
project lies the responsibility for managing and coordinating
the operation, supply and maintenance of existing complexes
of communications equipment and the orderly and effective
transition to field use of future equipment svstems. Within
the realm of AACOMS is the design and development of a complex
of shelters and vans into which common communications equipment
items, such as radio sets, telephone switchboards and multi-
plexing equipment, are installed as components of an entire "ore-
packaged" communications center.

These and many other R.8D projects are being oursued under
the direction of ECOM. But the Command's function does not
end with the crystalizat i on of a finished product or system;
it carries over through the procurement and production phases,
field instruction and conversion, and the logistics supoort and
maintenance responsibilities for all electronic Army equipment
and services.

The major sub-commands of ECOM which perform these functions
are: the U. S. Army Avionics Field Office, St. Louis, Missouri;
the Intelligence Materiel Develoonent Agency, Fort Holabird,
Maryland; the Air Defense Engineering Agency, Fort Meade, Maryland;
the Electronics Materiel Agency, and the Electronics Logistics
Research Office, both in Philadelphia.

In its first year of operation, the U. S. Army Electronics
Command, with all its elements, its 2,450 military and 10,675
civilian personnel, has taken giant strides in performing its
assigned mission of applying the electronic technologies for
national defense; to produce electronic means to enable our modern
Army to perform all three of its essential functions -- "to move,
to shoot and to communicate" -- with greater speed, reliability and
efficiency than ever before.
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LASERS INTRODUCE NEW SAFETY PROBLEMS

Dr. Edith J. Tebo

U. S. Army Electronics Research and Development Laboratories

With the advert of the laser, new hazards have been
created for laboratory personnel. While the potential
dangers of lasers have not been investigated in detail,
there are certain personnel protection rules that should
be considered. These hazards, as well as the need for
further research, have been recognized. In fact, a meeting
is planned by the Commission of Environmental Hygiene of
the Armed Forces Epidemological Board for preliminary
discussions in this area.

The laser is a new source of light in which the
light is produced by the stimulated emission of radiation,
whence the acronym "laser" -- Light Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation. In this process the
laser first absorbs energy and then emits it as light when
it is triggered by a pulse of light of the same wavelength.

The light emitted is almost totally coherent, i.e.,
identical in direction, phase, wavelength, etc., with the
pulse that triggers it off, and so the net result is
amplification of the incident radiation. The laser is,
therefore, a true light amplifier, for the incidence of
a small amount of light produces a much larger amount of
identical radiation. The overall efficiency of these
devices is, however, quite low. Lasers are unique because
of the coherence, monochromaticity, high spectral purity,
high power and narrow; beam angle of their output.

Laser progress has been surprisingly swift in recent
months, with many research and development organizations
contributing to this new science. The areas of application
are almost endless and lasers will be with us for a long
time. In addition to obvious uses in welding, metallurgy,
medicine and surgery, the light from a laser beam can also
be modulated and used for communications in the manner of
radio waves -- but with a message-carrying potential many
times greater. It can also be used as a coherent light
source in photography, Raman spectrographv , and image
interpretation. So we must study both the hazards and
beneficial aspects.
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Lasers do come in various sizes and they emit "lipht"
of different colors. The gas lasers are usually low-Dowered
continuous devices, whereas rubies and other crystals andglasses most often emit in short intense bursts. rrecuentlv
the output is in the infrared where the eye is not sensitive
but can nonetheless be damaged. While the light from a rubylaser can be photographed without burning the film, the
same beam can penetrate metal -when it is focused by a lens,oince the eye has a lens, a parallel beam will be focused
to a point on. the retina and the retina will be Dermanently
damaged. It is the ability of the eye to focus these beams
that increases the danger. However, the same effect hasbeen put to good use by doctors at Columbia-Presbyterian
.ledical Center where laser beams are used to destroy tumorson a patient’s retina. At this time, no minimal energy
tolerance level has been established for the human eve, andto avoid exposure, workers must not be ip the oath of thebeam. The energy level is such that it is definitely not
advisable to look at the beam of ANY laser. The most
serious damage can be caused to the eve and there are
several precautions to be taken in the laboratory!

1. Never look into the laser beam directlv. No humanobserver should be part of the detection system.

possible, discharge laser beam into a backgroundwhich is fire resistant and non-reflective
, If this is

not possible, use. same precautions for the reflected beam
as apply to the direct beam.

.3. Never look into the output end of a ruby when thecapacitor bank. is charged. Flash tubes have gone off
accidentally without being triggered.

4. When several people are in the room where a laser
is to be fired, there should be a countdown to insure that
all have eyes averted.

5. To protect other laboratory personnel, doors intolaser labs should be marked, "Danger: Laser Beam! Knock
Before Entering."

6,

Do not rely completely on available eye protective
d _vices . They can deteriorate with age.

?• Plan demonstrations carefully. Indiscriminate laser
flashing and poorly thought-out demonstrations are to be
avoided at all times.
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Damage to other parts of the body can occur and has been
observed. The national program on biological aspects of lasers
is monitored by the Surgical Research Branch of The Surgeon
General’s Office. One investigator has observed that a laser
beam can produce lesions in the skin very readily. These
are very different from ordinary or any other known type
of burns. These peculiar phenomena have brought about the
initiation of a large program to study pathological effects.

The damaging effect of a laser beam can also be used to
dispose of certain tumors. A paper on this will shortly be
presented at a meeting of the American College of Surgeons.
In this investigation, hamster cheek pouches were seeded with
melanoma. One cheek was "treated" with a laser beam, which
disposed of the tumor. In the other cheek, the melanoma
continued to grow. The potential long term effects on the
body of laser beams is not known but it is quite possible
that they might produce damage.

Certain dangers encountered in laboratory laser work
are not unique to such work. These include the use of high
voltage, of capacitor banks which may retain a charge, and
of flash tubes. The laser housing should be of sufficient
strength to protect the operator since flash tubes have been
known to explode

.

While lasers are being used as a laboratory tool, with
experimenters well aware of the hazards, there has not been
great need for safety measures to be written up. But
now that ranging devices are being field tested, it is
imperative that those who will use the equipment are made
aware of the potential dangers.

The illustration, taken in October 1962, shows the first
field test model of the distance measuring equipment. This
was designed and built at the U. S. Army Electronics Research
and Development Laboratories at Fort Monmouth and was the
first laser range finder employing a digital read out. These
range finders have already been tested at many sites, including
such climatic extremes as Arizona and Thule, Greenland. Newer
models are now being constructed incorporating the read out,
power pack, laser, 'etc., into a single package unit.

While some of the laboratory dangers are no longer
present, the field instruments might best be treated like a
rifle. A down range area from the source covering a
reasonable distance on each side of the anticipated beam
path should be set aside for the protection of personnel.
In addition, a warning should be affixed to such devices
with the legend: "Warning! Before Triggering. 3e Certain
No One is Looking Into Laser Optics. Permanent Blindness
May Result !

"
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Although many of the hazardous conditions present inthe . laboratory are eliminated in the field equioment, oneserious problem remains. Those Dresently working withlasers have a healthy respect for them but the uninitiated
user m the field and the bystander may well be unaware ofany danger. .Education, as well as warning signs in the areawiJ i be reouired. ~ ’

Experimental laser range finder, designed and built at the
U. S. Army Electronics Research and Development Laboratories,

Ft. Monomouth
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ACCIDENTAL LASER EXPOSURE

Familiarity with chorioretinal burns from, viewing a
solar eclipse, or the atomic fireball, will orient the physi-
cian to ocular injury from accidental laser exposure. The
ocular hazards increase as these devices become more numerous
in communications, medical, and military applications.

It is well known that the visible and near-visible
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum are capable of
producing thermal injury to the eye. The retina is particu-
larly vulnerable, since the energy focused upon its surface
by the refracting media is readily absorbed by the pigmented
layers of the retina and neighboring choroid. From a con-
sideration of the emission characteristics of a pulsed ruby
laser ana transmission properties of the eye, estimates of
the energy density at the retina indicate that the burn
threshold may be greatly exceeded by exposing the eye to a
single 0.5-msec burst. Basic details of laser theory and
operation can be found in an informative article by Arthur
L. Schawlow, PII.D. , that was published in S cieuti j'ic. Ame/ucccitt,

204:61, June, 1961.

A report by Milton M. Zaret
,

H. D. , et al., of the
Ophthalmology Department, New York University, School of
Medicine, and Leonard R. Solon, Ph.D. ,

of the Technical
Research Group, Syosset, N. Y.

,
published in Science,

134: 1525-1526, 10 November 1961, describes nreliminary studies
of retinal and iris lesions in rabbits produced by an optical
maser (laser).

Liaison with investigators in laser applications has
been established by The Surgeon General, The U. S. Army
unvironnental Hygiene Agency is accumulating data for a guide
on safeguards to be employed when 'working with lasers.
Tentative recommendations for safe operation of lasers have
been compiled and are being reviewed by staff consultants.

The Surgeon General
D/A Technical Bulletin 8-14
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SAFETY THROUGH TV

Bernard /VI Savaiko

Acting Safety Officer

U. S. Army Electronics Command

An early research study of the feasibility of instruction
by TV, conducted by the Special Devices Center, nort Washington,
Long Island, under the supervision of Dr. Martin F. Fritz
of Iowa State College, determined that TV could be advantageousl
integrated into the Army training program, and recommended that
the Army make use of this new medium of communication.

In 1956 a permanent Educational Television Division was
established within the U. S. Army Signal Center and School at
Fort Monmouth to produce instructional and informational closed-
circuit television programs after the TV system had proved,
under test since 1953, that it could do an important job in
training military personnel.

Today, the Signal School operates one of the A.rmy’s largest
and most active educational television systems. Transmission to
receivers and large-screen projectors is over a 7-channel RF
system, utilizing approximately 15 miles of coaxial cable., one
of the largest such clc sed-circuit systems in use by any ETV
facility. The 7-channel TV facility extends from modern, well-
equipped studios to almost 500 classroom and conference room
receivers, and to 5 post auditoriums where theater-size TV
projectors are used.

The School television facilities function much like a

large television station. By Airmy regulations, however, its
output is restricted to closed-circuit transmission or to
exchange with other military installations via TV tape. There
are presently ten other military TV centers utilizing TV as an
instructional tool.

Periodical programs by the Safety Officer, character
guidance presentations by the Chaplain, and presentations by
the medical and health staff and similar groups are seen bv
students, staff and faculty via TV. Orientations of new
students and visitors are frequently given by television. Mew
policies, educational developments, short courses , command
addresses and daily newscasts are delivered to the widely
dispersed staff and faculty of the Signal School through the
closed-circuit system.
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Taped addresses by high-ranking local and visiting
military personnel and leading research scientists are
frequently prepared for viewing throughout the post and
for distribution to other educational TV centers.

Through a closed-circuit system, which means that
programs are not broadcast for the public, WFM-TV creates
and produces programs in much the same way as any large
commercial TV station. There are two studios, each with a
control room, a film-projection room, tare and kinescope
recording room, master control, art and production depart-
ments, film-viewing area, and storage areas for scenery and
props

.

At the sending end, program video and audio information
from the TV switching system in master control modulates 7

separate RF transmitters which feed a 72-ohm, double-shielded
coaxial cable with approximately one-volt of RF on each of
TV channels 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12. At the receivers, the
cable is wired to the RF front ends (modified for 72-ohrn input),
permitting selection of the desired RF channel for viewing.
Broad-band, distributed type amplifiers are inserted at
intervals in the distribution cables to maintain signal
strength

.

The main studio is 22 by 50 feet equipped with three
TK-11B studio cameras, rear screen projection equipment, and
extensive lighting facilities. It is used for live pickup
of presentations by post personnel and instructors. Programs
now utilize every medium known to commercial TV, including
live pickup, tape, kine, films and slides. Flip charts,
animations or other devices may be used in whole or in part
for informational and instructional programs.

Teleprompter units for the cameras aid personnel in
making their presentations from prepared scripts. TelePro
6000 and Cellomatic rear screen equipment project transparencies,
film strips, opaques and similar materials on a 9 by 12 foot
screen for camera pickup and integration into the program.
This equipment also permits optical animations and wipes

.

"Limbo” (Separation) shots are made on a black section of
the acoustic curtains in the studio.

An audience of 10,000 personnel, virtually the entire
post, can be reached at any one time by television for
briefings or special programs, or in the event of mass
mobilization. With this large exposure in mind, the Fort
Monmouth Safety Office plans a "safety emphasis" program
prior to each long holiday weekend, usually directed toward
safe motor vehicle operation. When the Safety Office
completes general plans for the concept and content of the
program, selected technical advisors and a director are
assigned to work with Safety personnel. Detailed prepara-
tion of the TV program then begins. The Safety Office
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prepares, with the help of a TV staff writer and crew
members can follow the presentation. The script is then dis-
cussed with the producer-director to be sure all the information
he requires is included. The script is then "blocked,” or
marked by the TV director for cameras, lenses, cues, etc.

Necessary graphics and visual materials are prepared
by a TV Division illustrator and complex materials are
provided by a Training Aids Division. The Safety Office
also submits various safety films, from which excerpts are
taken to emphasize particular subject matter. The urogram
is rehearsed and then taped. The completed show is
reviewed by staff personnel; if no major changes are
recommended, it is scheduled for transmission, usually on
the Friday preceding the long holiday weekend. The safety
program is given wide publicity through the post newspaper,
daily bulletins, command directives, etc., and is viewed
by all military and civilian personnel on the post.

Television provides the following advantages not
readily available in normal safety meetings:

1. Maintains the interest of the viewer with pictures
and background music.

2. Gives close-up magnification of small objects so
that each person has a "front-row" seat,

3. Changes perspective instantly from wide angles to
close-up

.

4. Allows comparison of two or more illustrations at
the same time.

5. Eliminates distraction; directs attention to
essential detail and the safe procedures desired to be
instilled in the viewer.

6. Allows use of actual pieces of small equipment
for illustration rather than large and costly "mock-ups.

"

7. Brings "live" or recorded views of demonstrations
and problem areas from remote locations to the audience.

8. Allows integration of films, slides, graphics,
special training aids into TV presentations.

9. Saves time of setting up film projection equipment,
and makes maximum use of the material available.
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RADIATION SAFETY AT USAERDAA

The U. S. Army Electronics Research and Development
Activity (USAERDAA), Fort Huachuca

,
Arizona, under the command

of Colonel William Hupalo, recently established a Radiac
Laboratory as an essential facility for developing, testing
and calibrating radiation detection equipment. A governing
factor in establishing this laboratory on a firm "Rad Safe"
basis was close adherence to Atomic Energy Commission Rules
and Regulations, Title 10, Part 20, "Standards for Protection
Against Radiation."

An existing one-storv, air-conditioned concrete block
building, 20 x 40 feet in size, was selected for this laboratory.
Located three miles west of the populated center of the Dost,
it is one-half mile north of a lightly traveled secondary road,
but still within the . reservation . The laboratory building
and a surrounding one acre compound are inclosed by an
eight-foot chain-link fence, which controls access to the
facility (see accompanying photo). The building is divided
into two rooms, one equipped with a desk, work benches, tools
and supplies for instrument design and fabrication; the second
is equipped with a lifting crane, calibrated floor track and
trolley, for testing and calibration.

The present calibrator, an AN/UDM-1, is charged with 9

curie cobalt. 60 source. A second radiac calibrator now on
procurement is an AN/UDM-1A, which contains a 120 curie
cesium 137 source. Both sources are contained in lead chambers
with side operating ports. These limit the emission of gamma
radiation to a conical section ' proi ecting horizontally in a
single direction, simplifying the task of safely shielding the
operating personnel.

When sources are in use, the radiation path extends
across the calibration room, and through a large double-door
opening to the outside of the building. This permits working
with measured path lengths longer than the inside dimension
of the room. As a safety measure, a winged, nine-foot high
concrete wall has been erected outside the building but
within the compound (see photo) intercepting the beam path,
and reducing the dose rate at the fence line to acceptable
limits. As an added precaution, a second chain-link fence has been
erected, dividing the compound into two sections, isolating the
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high radiation area from the building approach and narking
area. Access to this outside calibration area can only be
gained through a vehicular gate routinely kept locked, or
through the laboratory calibration room.

Visible and audible alarms operate automatically when
either source is opened for operation. These provide warning
signals at the main gate to the compound (also routinely kept
locked), at the top of the barrier wall in the compound, and
at the doorway between the work room and the calibration
room. These alarms continue to operate until the source
containers are closed and secured.

Film badges, dosimeters and other detection instruments
have been obtained, and their use has been incorporated in
standing operating procedures. All personnel assigned to this
lab are first instructed as to the dangers involved in handling
radioactive materials, and in the use of detection equipment.
They are further instructed in the rules and regulations
associated with obtaining and operating radioactive sources
under an AEC Byproduct Material License,, and the procedures
to be followed in the event of an accident.

Standard radiological safety and precaution signs are
displayed prominently on the approaches to and within the
laboratorv. Visitors are strictly controlled, briefed as
to the nature of operations and the safety hazards present,
and constantly accompanied by a trained attendant until
they leave the compound.

The USAEF.DAA Safety Officer and the Fort Huachuca Post
Safetv Director contribute actively to this program by review
of operating documents and procedures, inspections of
the facility and consultation prior to any new or changed
methods of operation. These highlights reflect command
awareness and insistance that safety will not be compromised
in the USAERDAA radiological program.
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Radiac Laboratory showing winged, nine-foot high concrete
wall placed to intercept radiation beam path, and reduce
the dose rate at the fence line to acceptable limits.
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SAFEGUARDS AGAINST ELECTRICAL SHOCK

Robert N. Boulle

U. S. Army Electronics Materiel Support Agency

Shock hazards are always present in electronic and
electrical equipment whenever voltages used or produced are
in excess of any but nominal values. These dangers can be
minimized by thoughtful precautions built into equipment
in the design stage. Important features to this end are as
follows

:

1. The chassis and metal cabinet should be electricallv
bonded

.

2. An external terminal should be available for a
connection to a low resistance ground.

3. Wherever a component or some part of circuitry must
be functionally above ground, an isolation transformer should be
used if possible, or that portion of the circuit should be
confined within an insulated protective container.

4. Where internal access is made possible, exposing
personnel to dangerous notentials, the access cover should
be equipped with interlocks to break the circuit automat: callv

.

5. Where high voltage terminals must be exposed, thev
should be recessed, nreferably under a self-closing cover with
a warning decal reading, "DANGER -- HIGH VOLTAGE

!

6. If adjustments must be made to a high voltage circuit,
the adjusting device should only be made operative through
adequate insulative isolation.

7. High voltage leads coming out of a protective container
should have proper insulation protected from chafing, by "feed
through” insulators. All external terminals should be covered
with insulating material.

8. Technical manuals should be written to spell
out danger points, and all precautions necessary for the
protection of personnel printed in italics or capital letters
for accentuation,

9 . Polarized plugs and receptacles should be used in
connecting power cords to insure circuit-ground continuity.
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THE SAFETY PROGRAM AT THE

U. S. ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

F. Leland Burr

Safety Officer

USAELRDL

The Safety Program at the U. S. Army Electronics Pesearch
and Development Laboratories at Port Monmouth includes fire
prevention, fire fighting, first aid and explosives safety.

USAELRDL safety responsibilities involve approximately
3000 civilians, 500 military workers, and some 250 buildings,
including the mammoth Hexagon building, which are distributed
in six local areas. The organization itself is a member of
the Army Electronics Command and is a tenant on Fort Monmouth.
Some of the hazards to be found in this organization are toxic
chemicals, radioactive materials, extremely high electric
voltages, erection of towers uo to 400 feet in height, numerous
machine and carnenter shops and over 700 RED vehicles.

The safety organization is comnrehensive and includes:

1. A Safety Council which is the policy-making body
and has a member of the Commanding Officer's Staff as Chairman.

2. The Safety Committee of the Laboratories composed
of Safety Representatives of the various organizations with
the Safety Officer as Chairman.

3. Departmental Safety Committees with Safety
Renresentatives from each Division, with the Departmental
Directors as chairmen.

4. Division Committees with members from each Branch
and the Chiefs of the Divisions as chairmen.

A meeting is held each month by each committee and a

copy of the minutes is sent to the Safety Officer. Anv
safety nroblem which cannot be solved at Division level,
as shown by the minutes, is reviewed for corrective action by
the Safety Officer. Since there are thirty-one committees
with an average of six members, anproximately one hundred and
eighty people are concerned with the Safety Program in some
cegree. The meetings follow a standard agenda format. This
includes reading and discussion of the Laboratories Committee
minutes, copies of which are sent to each Safetv Representative.
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Minor injury reports (DA Form 1051) are discussed, as
part of the safety meeting agenda of the applicable Division,
Corrective action is resolved, the results written on the
Form, and forwarded with the minutes to the Safety Office.
By this method, personnel of the pertinent Division become
aware of hazards as they occur.

The Safety Officer acts as the Activity Fire Marshal and
is responsible for all fire prevention, and for fire fighting
pending the arrival of the regular Fort Monmouth Fire
Department. Auxiliary fire fighting groups have been organized
in the Hexagon Building, Watson Warehouse, and Evans Area.
In the latter location, which is protected by the Fort
Monmouth Fire Department, there is also a pumping engine for
the use of the auxiliary firefighters.

During the past fifteen years, the total fire loss in
the Laboratories, exclusive of an uncontrolled forest fire,
was less than $12,000.

Fire Wardens throughout the various areas make monthly
checks of the buildings and fire extinguishers, and send
reports to the Activity rire Marshal for indicated action.

The Post Surgeon has established dispensaries at
the Hexagon Building and the Evans Area with a nurse stationed
in each. Considering the size of the two areas, it has been
difficult for the nurses to provide necessary emergency
treatment. A number of years ago the Safety Office organized,
with the approval of the Post Surgeon, a First-Aid Squad in
each of the two areas to assist the nurses when help was
required. These squads are composed of approximately twelve
members each. Members must also belong to an outside first-aid
squad. Over the years these squads have beer, of great assistance
to the nurses and have proven their value on many occasions.

Project engineers use many types of explosives in
USAELRDL projects. Before they are procured, a written order
must first be approved by the Safety Officer, to ascertain that
the type and quantity of explosives meet requirements. When
the explosives are delivered, fundamentals of handling the explosives
are discussed with the project engineer. Written standard
procedures are reviewed for the operation. The Safety Officer is
present at the first use of the explosives to be certain that
the operation is performed with reasonable safety.
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SEAT BELTS COULD HAVE PREVENTED INJURIES

Two enlisted men were returning from a recovery
mission. An Army 3/4 ton cargo vehicle was being driven
over a rough range road at about 20 miles per hour when
the pitman arm broke resulting in loss of steering control.
The vehicle struck a small windrow and rolled over 3/4
of a turn.

The oassenger's right shoulder blade was broken when
he was thrown free. The injury to the passenger could
have been avoided if seat belts had been installed and
used

.

An EM was driving his privately-owned motor vehicle.
As he approached the intersection, he observed another car
entering the intersection from his left. He was unable to
stop his automobile. EM's car hit the second car in the
right rear causing it to overturn. EM's car went into a

drainage ditch. As a result of the impact, he was thrown out
of. the car and received injuries which could have been avoided.
EM had safety belts but was not wearing his own. He said,
"they give me a restrictive feeling in driving."
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TANK FRACTURES FOOT

Employee and co-worker were inspecting the fire control
system on an M-67 flame tank. Injured employee was sitting
on gunner's seat with his right foot extended over top of
the foot rest and rim of turret basket. He had a stop
watch in his left hand and the gunner’s control in his right
hand, timing the traversing of the turret. While traversing
to the left, his right foot was caught between a turret
basket support and storage racks mounted in the tank hull.
His foot struck three different points on the storage
racks before the turret came to a stop.

Employee's right big toe was fractured and he sustained
a laceration through the joint capsule. As a result of
this injury, employee will lose thirty days. Employee was
careless and in violation of previous instructions. Further-
more, this was his second accident of this nature.

The following corrective action has been taken to
prevent the recurrence of similar accidents. All employees have
been .reinstructed to keep all extremities within turret
basket when turret is moving. Employee was classified as an
unsafe worker, and his personnel records so annotated.
Reassignment is being evaluated.

POWDER" PLAY- DEATH

Letting children play with containers of talcum
powder could cause tragedy. A 22-month-old boy, while
playing with such a container, inhaled the powder, according
to a recent report in the "New England Journal of Medicine."
Although he was given emergency treatment both by his
mother and doctors, he died 20 hours later. The potential
danger of talcum powder is not appreciated. Parents should be

aware of the hazard and never store talcum powder containers
within reach of children, concluded the report.
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ELECTRICAL HAZARDS

Although current is the proper criterion of shock
intensity, any consideration of the effects of electricity
passing through the body must also include: the type of
circuit and its frequency, voltage of the circuit,
resistance, current path through the body and duration
of contact.

Numerous investigators have proven that for 60 cycle
alternating current, passed from hand to hand or hand to
foot, the following effects will be experienced by the
average person when current is increased from zero: at
about 1 milliampere a tingling sensation will first be
felt, at about 10 milliamperes voluntary muscular control
is lost, at about 20 milliamperes muscle contraction is
sufficient to prevent victim from releasing himself from
the circuit - this is particularly dangerous since in a
few seconds blisters are formed which further reduce skin
resistance to current flow, at about 100 milliamperes
the rhythm and co-ordination of the heart is disturbed -

this is generally fatal although successful resuscitation
has been reported.

Low voltage direct current circuits are much less
hazardous than alternating current circuits of the same
voltage. Commercial frequency circuits at voltages as
low as 46 have been fatal. Frequencies between 10 and
300 cycles oroduce much the same effect.

When skin is dry it offers a high resistance to
the entry of current; the calloused palm of a worker
may reach 15,000 ohms per square inch. Tests made by
the National Bureau of Standards, however, show that the
resistance of the human body, under unfavorable conditions
may be as low as 300 ohms. Since the flow of current
through the body equals the voltage of the circuit
divided by the resistance (Ohm’s Law), it can be seen
that v/ith such resistance approximately 30 volts may
produce fatal shock due to flow of 100 milliamperes.
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The path of current through the body is important
since the resulting injury is negligible or confined to
burns if no vital organs are in the pathway.

The duration of contact with an electrical circuit
should be as short as nossible. Chances of recovery
vary with length of time of contact.

Death mav result from a number of individual causes
or combinations of causes. Low voltage, small current
shocks may cause deaths through disturbance of heart
rhythm and co-ordination; high voltage through destruction
or inhibition of nerve centers with asphvxia being the
most common immediate cause of death.

In view of the fact that even the lower voltage
circuits have caused numerous deaths, work should not be
performed on live circuits unless absolutely necessary.
In addition, electrical equipment should be nroperlv
grounded and adequately maintained. Programs of preventive
maintenance and education of personnel are of vital
importance

.

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL AWARDS

The U. S. Army Electronics Materiel Support Command
won the NSC Award of Merit for the second time in the past
two years. The latest award covers a period of 1,351,248
injury free man-hours.

Louisiana Army Ammunition Plant received the NSC
Award of Merit in a presentation ceremony, 10 October 1963.
Mr. Carl Pons, President of Caddo - Bossier Safety Council,
presented the award which represented 1,011,623 man-hours
without a disabling injury from 24 June 1963 to 1 Sentember
1963 .

Personnel of Lexington Army Depot qualified for an NSC
Award of Merit for a no-injury record of 1,323,890 man-hours,
from 1 July 1963 to 30 September 1963,

Memphis Army Depot will also receive a NSC Award of Merit
for the operation of 1,219,635 man-hours without a disabling
injury from 12 June 1963 to 8 October 1963.
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AMC SAFETY AWARD PRESENTATIONS

Maj . Ge n. J. E. Engler (right) Deputy Commanding General of
the U. S. Army Materiel Command, and Brig. Cen. John C. Zierdt,
Commanding General, U. S. Army Missile Command, hold the Award
of Merit for Safety presented to the latter command. The cita-
tion was made for superior achievement in the nrevention of
accidents.

Maj. Cen, Floyd A. Hansen, left, Commanding General of U, S.
Army Munitions Command, receives the Army Materiel Command’s
Commendation for Safety from Major General ^rank H. Britton,
Director of Research and Development, U. S. Army Materiel Command,
at a MUCOM Commanders' Conference. The award was made for
"exemplary achievements in the nrevention of accidents and the
maintenance of a sound safetv program during 1963."
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Brig. Gen. H. D. Edson, Deputy Commanding General, U. S. Army
Mobility Command receiving the AMC Award of Merit for Safety
from Major General Dolvin, U. S. Army Materiel Command. The
award was for superior achievement in the prevention of accidents
by the establishment and maintenance of a comprehensive and
effective Safety Program during FY 1963.

Maj . Gen. F. W. Moorman, Commanding General, U. S. Army
Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, N. J. presents the Army
Materiel Command Award of Merit for Safety to John J. Balken,
U. S. Army Electronics Materiel Support Agency Safety Officer,
as Colonel Roman I. Ulans, Commanding Officer of the agency
looks on. Award cites agency for outstanding safety record
during fiscal year 1963.
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IGNITER HANDLING AND STORAGE TRAY

Jack Harbarger, Chief Safety Engineer

Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Alpha Division - Huntsville Plant

Redstone Arsenal

The manufacture of igniters requires many manual
operations in which personnel may be exposed to the
potential hazards of pyrotechnic materials. To protect
personnel who manufacture and handle igniters at Thiokol
Chemical Corporation's Alpha Division - Huntsville Plant,
a protective handling and storage igniter tray was
designed, built, tested, and placed in service. (See photo)
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This tray consists of a double row of metal tubes
that are individually tack-welded at the tops and bottoms
to a metal carrying rack. Each row contains six tubes;
however, the only limitations on the number of metal tubes
would be the explosives limits of the location and the
weight that can be conveniently hand carried by one man.
The tubes have recessed bottoms each containing a hole
which the igniter sits in an upright position. A metal cap,
chained to the carrying rack, is provided for each tube.

In addition to providing protection for personnel,
the tray prevents propagation of fire from igniter to igniter
in the event one of the igniters should fire during manufacturing
or handling. Processing of an igniter can be performed
behind a protective shield while igniters are safely kept in the
individual tubes.

Prior to placing the igniter tray into service, live
igniters were fired in a tube to determine whether propagation
to igniters in the other tubes would occur. One test consisted
of placing an igniter in each of five consecutive tubes. The
center tube was left uncovered, and the igniter in that tube
was fired. An examination of the tray revealed that the other
igniters were intact with tube covers in place and the tubes
cool to the touch. The tube in which the igniter was fired was
only slightly warm, and its cover went on easily.

The second test was identical except that covers were
placed on all compartments. The cap on the tube containing
the fired igniter came off and broke the lightweight
securing chain. The cap was slightly dented but was easily
replaced on the tube. Again, the tube in which the igniter
was .fired was slightly warm, but all the other tubes
remained cool.

These tests proved the adequate design of the tray.
Trays have been built for each type of igniter and are now
in use. We feel sure that- the use of such trays will
prevent serious injury to personnel if accidental ignition
takes place. Even greater safety would be provided if the
handle were extended on either side so that the tray could
be carried by two men without exposure of either to fire
coming out the tops of tubes.
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Handling and Storage Igniter Tray
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SAFETY AND THE SOLDIER

Around-the-clock concern for the safety of its personnel
has always been a policy of the Army. An aggressive program
of safety education, geared to the soldier's activities both
on and off duty has paid off in an outstanding safety record.
Only one of every 54 soldiers is injured each year, while one
of each 34 members of the nation's workforce is injured during
the same period.

But statistics are no consolation, for accidents hit
everyone where it hurts the most. To the individual, they
bring suffering; to his family they bring personal loss or
financial hardship; to the Army, they cause a tremendous
reduction in its most important asset—manpower.

The campaign against accidents is as old as the Army.
One of our earliest safety regulations dates back to the
days of Valley Forge. An order from General Washington's
headquarters stated that there would be no open fires in
buildings where gunpowder was processed or stored. Termino-
logy may change and equipment grow more complex, but the
foundation remains the same--individual common sense and
good judgment.

As judged by its result, the Army's safety program is
one to be proud of. In recent years, the Army has earned
the President's Safety Award three times and has earned the
National Safety Council's Award of Honor 17 times in the
past 19 years. But the better the record, the greater is
the challenge to exceed it. There is still room for improve-
ment. Each year, more than 1,000 Army and civilian personnel
are killed and about 24,000 are injured in Army operations
and activities.

In the final analysis, it is not more safety slogans
or posters that will reduce this number. The answer is the
individual who knows how to use his equipment, and who
displays good sense both on and off the job. He is the
cornerstone of any organization's safety record.
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SHARE IT

The SHARE IT near accident, flight hazard renorting
system is now officially established by AR 95-29. Initial
distribution of posters and forms (DA Form 2696) is auto-
matic from the Army AG Publications Center, Baltimore,
Maryland

.

YOUR participation is a must for this program. It's
your chance to get on the positive side of safety by
sharing your experiences and observations with all other
aviation personnel. When you see a hazard, spread the
word in your unit for immediate corrective action. Then
fill out DA Form 2696 with necessary information and
forward to USABAAR, Ft. Rucker, Alabama for Army-wide
action

.

ACCIDENT REPORTING

Recently a military unit was assigned to an AMC
installation on a temporary change of station basis
without wheeled ordnance equipment. Subsequently, an
enlisted man of the unit was involved in an accident
while driving a motor vehicle which was the property of
the AMC installation. DCSPER was asked whether the military
unit's home Command should be charged with the motor
vehicle damage and the accident. Following is the
decision

:

"The policy on reporting accidents which involve
only property damage is to charge those accidents for
accounting purposes to the organization sustaining the
loss. In keeping with this policy, and following the
premise that the vehicle driver was using AMC installation
property, this accident should be charged against the
accident experience of the United States Army Materiel
Command .

"
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SAr'ETY AND CONFIDENCE PROMOTED THROUGH PROPERLY
CALIBRATED RADIAC EQUIPMENT BY METROLOGY DIVISION,

TOBYHANNA ARMY DEPOT

Walter Spencer, Tobyhanna Army Depot

A false sense of security engendered by the use ofau y radiac instruments can be avoided bv repular cali-bration of these instruments .

3 B

Tobyhanna Army Depot, Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania is oneol lour Supply and Maintenance Command installations
providing this .service within an assigned area throughmeans of a Mobile Radiac Calibration Facility. The mobileracilityis a custom designed and engineered unit installedsemi-trailer van. The van is equipped with a 300,000-voit X-ray unit, a low activity radium 226 and a plutoniumalpha source. Test equipment and tools for troubleshooting

r
?
f^efectlVe instruments are also carried aboardthe Mobile Radiac Calibration Facility.

The mobile facility is staffed by qualified electronic
!® Ch

J
1C

J
ai

?
s the Tobyhanna Army Depot Metrology DivisionThe technical direction of the program is invested in t?ieArmy Metrology Calibration Center, Frankford Arsenal,Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

.

Visits are. made on a regularly scheduled basis to fieldmaintenance activities. Maintenance float stock and instru-ments submitted by field users are calibrated during thesevisics. Among the types of equipment calibrated are: TS 784
at0rS?

,
Gei

?
er

T
Muener and ion Camber survey

» 8as an<3 scintillation type alpha survey meters

?h/
a
f-

a
?

d°si meters. Military type equipment constitutesthe. majority of instruments submitted for calibrationhowever, several commercial items are also calibrated.’

c
? llbratlon service provided consists of a one-point

correspondingtrfth
1

^
cale formally against radiation levels

sc^le reartinli ,1
dose rate reatl“g at the three-quarter

renlirs ani
8> '

f
Whea necessary, instrument adiustments orrepairs are performed to assure that the indicated readingwill correspond to t m of the actual radiation?

8

hnnrl—of1 range instrument calibration is nrovided by a three-

of ™f V
°F 1

(30 ° KV> X‘ ray Unit with an ur,attenuatedtout of approximately one-thousand roentgens per hour.
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Through use of suitable filters, the energy level can be

reduced to approximately five milliroentgens per hour.

The entire X-ray tube and radiation chamber are enclosed in

sufficient lead shielding to fullv protect operating person-

nel from any harmful effects. An access. door with lead

imDregnated glass is provided on the radiation chamber to

enable viewing of test instrument indications during their

exposure. Complete interlock safety features are incorporated

to preclude accidental irradiation of the personnel area.

The advantages of utilizing an X-ray unit instead of a

live source are as follows:

1. The radiation can be turned on and off as desired.

2. Transportation clearances are not required.

3. There is no danger of contamination.

A small source of Radium (RA 226) provides the means

for calibration of low range instrument . scales . Alpha

indicating instruments are calibrated with a standard pluton-

ium source. The accuracy of these secondary transfer
.

standards utilized in this facility is traceable to National

Bureau of Standards through reference standards maintained

at Lexington Army Depot

,

Some of the safety features incorporated in the van

include constant monitoring of bench positions and nortals

by an automatic alarm system which instantaneously warns of

an increase in radioactivity with a raucous, startling blare.

Film badges and dosimeters are required to be worn. by all

personnel when aboard the van, regular staff and visitors

alike. Lead-lined aprons and gloves, plastic booties,

gloves and goggles are provided for protection m case or

spillage or accident.

The requirement for safety precautions and accurate,

indicating instruments to warn of the presence and quantity

of the silent menace, radioactivity, cannot be too strongly

emphasized. With no response of our human senses to alert

us to danger, we must place complete faith in the reliability

of our radiac equipment. It must be trustworthy.
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Tobyhanna Army Depot electronic technicians calibrate instruments

in Depots's radiac van.
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OXYGEN SAFETY IN THE HOSPITAL

In order to produce a fire you've got to have fuel,
oxygen and ignition temperature. The following is a report
of a fire at one government hospital in which all three of
these essentials were of an unusual nature.

The attending physician in the nursery detected the
hissing of leaking gas and on investigation discovered
the leak to be coming from an unused oxygen cylinder.
The oxygen was escaping from the lead-filled ports of the
safety plug in the stem of the cylinder.

In an effort to stop the leak, the physician took the
adjustable wrench supplied with the oxygen equipment and
tried to tighten the safety plug without result. He then
requested the nurse to call the technicians to remove the
apparatus and returned to his patients, leaving the wrench
on the cylinder. After completing his work with the
babies, he stepped into the hall, heard a "pop" and a
sound like rapidly escaping gas, and returned to the
nursery to find the wrench burning as if an acetylene
torch was being used. Molten metal and’ slag were being
blown out 5 feet around the dylinder.

Several wrenches identical to the one left on the
cylinder were examined. It was found that the threaded jaw
had been oiled. Spontaneous ignition of oil in the presence
of oxygen is a wll-known hazard, but as one of the hospital
personnel stated, "If it has a moving part, eventually
someone will oil it!" It is believed that the oil on the jaw
spontaneously ignited in the stream of escaping oxygen, which
in turn raised the ferrous metal of the wrench to the ignition
temperature, causing progressive burning until the jaw burned
in two and the wrench fell to the floor. The heat from the
burning also melted the alloy in the safety plug, releasing a
larger stream of oxygen, which probablv accounted for the
"pop" the doctor heard.

The story related above showing the unusual nature
of this fire is to emphasize that there are many dangers in the
handling of oxygen. Following is a list of safe practices
used at the patterson Army Hospital, Fort Monmouth, lew
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Jersey, and which are continually observed to prevent the
occurrence of a similar fire or other accident:

1. Never permit oil, grease, or readily combustible
materials to come in contact with oxygen cvlinders, valves,
regulators, gauges or fittings.

2. Never lubricate regulators, fittings or gauges with
oil or any other combustible substance.

3 . Never handle oxygen cylinders or apparatus with
oily hands, greasy gloves or rags.

4. Always clear the particles of dust and dirt from
opening to each cylinder by slightly opening and closing the
valve before applying any fitting to the cylinder.

5. Never bring an anesthesia apparatus to the patient
without opening the high pressure valve on the oxygen
cylinder previous to so doing.

6. Never permit oxygen to enter the regulator suddenly.
Open the valve slowly. When ooening the valve, Doint the
face of the gauge on regulator away from the operator.

7. Never drape an oxygen cylinder with any materials
such as hospital gowns, masks or caps.

8. Never use oxygen fittings, valves, regulators or
gauges for any other service except oxygen.

9. Users should never mix gases of any type in an
oxygen or any other cylinder.

10. Never use oxygen from a cylinder except through a
pressure reducing regulator.

11. Never attempt to use regulators which are in need
of repair or cylinders having valves which do not operate
properly

.

12. Never attempt to repair defective oxvgen equinment.
Refer it to medical maintenance.

13 . Protective cap should be placed on valves when in
storage

.

14. Oxygen cylinders in storage should be kept separate
from other flammable gases.

15. Cylinders should always be retained by chains or
other devices to prevent tip-over.
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Recently some electrocutions have occured within AMC
installations. How good is your knowledge in electrical
safety? 3elow are a number of questions in this field.
Try your luck and then turn to pages 41 and 42 to find the
answers

.

1. Is a motor that has been approved for use in
Class I Group D hazardous locations, as
defined by the National Electrical Code, suitable
for use where the atmosphere contains hazardous
concentrations of hydrogen gas?

Answer

:

Reference

:

2. Is a light fixture that has been approved for use
in atmosphere containing acetylene suitable for use
in atmospheres containing gasoline vapors?

Answer

:

Reference

:

3. What manual requires electricians to pass a written
examination to determine Derformance capabilities?

Answer

:

Reference

:
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4. Is an approved standing operating procedure required
when electricians work on energized electrical service
circuits ?

Answer

:

Reference

:

5. In new construction of explosives buildings, are
lightning arrestors required on the line side of the
main disconnect switch or circuit breaker?

Answer

:

Reference

:

6. What is the maximum surface temperature for light
fixtures located in atmospheres containing explosive
dust?

Answer

:

Reference

:

7. How frequently should portable electrical appliances
be examined for defects?

Answer

:

Reference

:

8. What is the maximum voltage rating permitted for
single phase portable appliances?

Answer

:

Reference

:

8. What distance separation is required between portable
engine-driven generators and explosives magazine or
operating facilities?

Answer

:

Reference:

10. What determines the frequency of tests for single-phase
portaole electrical equipment?

Answer

:

Reference

:
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REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

AMC Circular 310-51
5 November 1963

Military Publications -

Redesignation of Technical
Service Safety Publications

AR 210-10
24 September 1963

Installations - Administration
(See statement on Safety
page 6, paragraph 23)

AP. 3 8 5-14
23 August 1963

Safety - Accident Reporting
Procedures, Army-Shipped
Non-Nuclear Explosives and
Dangerous Articles Transported
By Commercial Carriers

AR 385-40
23 September 1963

Safety - Accident Reporting and
Records

AR 385-60
3 October 1963

Safety - Coordination with
Armed Services Explosives Safety
Board

AR 385-80
30 September 1963

Safety - Nuclear Reactor Systems
Health and Safety

AR 740-20
20 January 1954

Storage and Shipment of Supplies
and Equipment - Preparation
For Shipment (The "tag" referred
to in paragraph 11 is DA Form 9-1,)
(This info was inadvertently
omitted .

)

DA Cir 40-24
28 August 1963

Medical Services - Prevention
of Cold Injury

DA Cir 350-26
16 September 1963

Education and Training -

Commanders and Staff Officers
Aviation Safety Orientation
Course

DA Cir 385-6
16 August 1963

Safety - Mechanical Cuards Meat
Grinding Equipment

SB 5-111
12 September 1962

Supply of DA Approved r ire
Extinguishers To Armv Troop
Users
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Compare vour answers to the questions on pages 38 and 39
below. If you have answered each one correctly, you should
receive a big gold star. If not, how about reviewing the
referenced naragraDh to clarify your thinking in electrical
safety. Then review your electrical safety and take appropriate
corrective action. It may save a life.

1. No.

Reference

:

Paragraph 6 0 3e ( 6 ) (b)

,

AMCR 385-224

2. Yes

Reference

:

Paragraph 60 3e ( 6 ) (b

)

3. TM 5-682

4. Yes

Reference

:

Paragraph 607b( 2) (c) , AMCR 385-224 .

5. Yes

Reference

:

Paragraph 611, AMCt>. 385-224 .
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6 . 228°F (109°C) when operating at an ambient
temperature of 80.6°F (27°C).

Reference: Paragraph 614b, AMCR 385-224.

7. Prior to each use

Reference: Paragraph 621c, AMCR 385-224.

8 . 23 0 -volts

Reference: Paragraph 621e, AMCR 385-224.

9. 50 feet

Reference: Paragraph 623c(l), AMCR 385-224.

10. The degree of service

Reference: Paragraph 621b, AMCR 385-224.
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U. S. ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

MEETS CHALLENGER OF "GRIM REAPER"

In an effort to reduce the high-rate of traffic fatalities
expected over the holiday season, the U. S. Army Electronics
research and Develonment Activity, Arizona (USAERDAA) became
the first unit at Fort Huachuca to imnlement a program of
vehicle insoection prior to the granting of furloughs.

At USAEPDA.A, all personnel must have their automobiles
inspected by a qualified non-commissioned officer before going
on leave. This inspector will check such items as the
vehicle's lights, tires, brakes, horn, etc. Any deficiencies
must be corrected prior to departure. If not, other means of
transportation must be used. As an alternative, leave may be
cancelled

.

The idea came following a recent USAEPG Safety Council
meeting, where it was found to be an accented practice at a
few other military installations, but had not been imDlemented
at Fort Huachuca until this time.

Kicking-off the campaign, was Col. William Hupalo, the
unit's commanding officer, who became the first member of
USAERDAA to have his automobile safety checked.

The U. S. Army Electronics Research and Development Activitv,
Arizona (USAERDA.A) institutes vehicle safety insnection nrior
to granting furloughs to Its personnel here. Shown in his
vehicle is Col. William Hupalo, CO of USAERDAA, kicking off the
campaign. Also shown are 1st Sgt. Charles Shinn and Capt

.

Hector Santiago, of Hq S Hq ERDAA, insnecting the Colonel's
automobile.
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One of the results of the Army

Electronics Command's research

and development of better techniques

and equipment for our modern Army

is the AN/PRC-25. This offspring of

the AN/PRC-8 through 10 series of

"walkie-talkies" is a transistorized,

FM pack radio of modular construc-

tion. It has a power output of 1.

5

watts and a normal operating range

of 3 to 5 miles.

The AN/VRC-12, a transistorized narrowband,

FM set designed to provide reliable communications

between military vehicles and crew served weapons.
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